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Introduction: 
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FNm'S If! EYNU TO ONIBWAARi 
AFRICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT* 

by 

GUY MARTIN 

The purpose and problems of social research in Africa 
have recently been the object of 1 ncrea.s1 ng attent1 on by both 
Western and African scholars. There has been, in particular, 
an increased concern in so-called 'policy-relevant' or 'ap
plied' research, namely research designed not only to offer a 
diagnosis, but also to propose a remedy (or a variety of al
ternative remedies) to the situation under scrutiny. Such a 
concern grew out of a debate on whether social science could 
and should be ethically neutral, i.e. whether the study of 
society should be distinct from society itself. This is not 
the place to review the arguments and implications of such a 
controversy; however, it might be useful to our purpose to 
point to some of the conclusions that a number of so-called 
'post-behavioralist' political scientists have reached. 

In their effort to redefine the basis and purpose of 
political science, the 'post-behavioralists' have come to 
propose definitions of politics which depart significantly 
from the conventional views in the profession. Indeed, they 
have gone a long way in pointing towards an entirely new di
rection for further political research . Consider for in
stance the following statement by a leading proponent of the 
'post-behavioral' tendency: 

I propose as a na!'l'lntive basis the proposition that 
politics exists for the purpose of progr-essively 
removing- the most stultifying Cbsta:c2es to a free 
human d2velopment ... with pt'io"l'ity for th~se i.ndir 
viduals who are more severely oppressed. 

*I am greatly indebted to Professors Sheldon Gellar, Depart
ment of Pol itical Science, and Emile Snyder, Department of 
French and Italian, Indiana University, for their useful com
ments and criticisms on this article. The views expressed 
herein are, or course, mY sole responsibility. 
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The 'Caucus for a New Political Science' was even more 
specific on t his point. In its r~anifesto of April 1969, it 
defined its purpose as ,being essentially 

the creation of ... a poUtiaa~ saienae '.JJhich can 
se~ve the poor, oppressed> and underdeveloped peo
ples at home and dJ road in their struggles against 
the estdJ Zished hierarchies, elites, and institu
tional forms of manipulation . .. 2 

If one attempts to apply such concerns to t he field of 
soci al research in Africa, one is immediately faced with ei
ther of the fo llowing alternatives: 

In the tast ana'lysis> reZ.evant soaiaZ. Pesearch in 
Africa (and eZ.sa.>here) can be of t.>o types. It ean 
b e a hand!raiden to the goverwnent and the cLass it 
represents . That type of research .. . is typically 
pedestrian b eaause it is conducted '.JJithin a narr<ll 
conceptual. and empirical. frama.>ork .... Alterna-tive
ly, relevant social r>esear>ch can be based on a fun
damental questioning of the social order, as indeed 
aZ Z soa~al research should be, at least to some e:xr 
tent .. . a 

If one accepts the latter alternative, the problem becomes 
that of the choice of a conceptual and empirical framework 
adapted to that specific purpose, i.e. to a fundamental and 
systematic questioning of the social order. 

As will soon become evident, such a framework is yet to 
be worked out. We do not mean to say that no currently avail
able political theory is adapted to an understanding of the 
political phenomena in Africa. Quite the contrary, anum-
ber of able political scientists have developed and refined 
theories designed to explain not only the development and 
progress, but also the "breakdown" and "decay" of African so
cieties. 

Whether conducted within the framework of St ructural 
functionalism or Pluralism, political research on Africa has 
been extremely proli fic recently, and there is no lack of 
'models' to apply to any conceivable circumstance. The trou
ble with such theoretical structures is that too often , while 
purporting to e><plain everything, end up explaining nothin!J. 
To be more specific, they are not very helpful in an attempt 
to understand the intrinsic reality and inner workings of 
African politics. 
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Part of the problem is that, on the whole, tradi
tional political science is ill-equipped to undertake the 
study of complex and 'non-1~estern' societies such as the Afri 
can societies. This is so essentially because western con
cepts and tools of analysis simply do not apply in the Afri
can social context . In order that western methods of analy
sis may be made applicable to the African situations, they 
need not only a refining but also a remodeling. Much is yet 
to be done in this respect. Another more important problem 
is that there has been a continuing tendency on the part of 
Western (and African) political science to focus on the wrong 
African institution, or the wrong African actor as a result 
of ethnocentric biases. 

Thus, in the immediate post-independence period, there 
was a unanimous consensus to take the emerging Nation-State 
as the main point of focus for analysis in international af-

- fairs, and so was the single party taken within each state. 
The behavior and public statements of the leaders of the 
emerging states also became the focus of world attention in 
the atmosphere of constant competition and outbidding between 
East and West which characterized the Cold War period. All 
too often, statements by African leaders tended to be taken 
at face Vdlue. 

In view of such a situation, it would seem that one of 
the main tasks of any concerned African political scientist 
would be to try to develop a conceptual and empirical model 
which is specifically adapted to the African social context 
so as to theoretically facilitate a political redemption of 
the oppressed in Africa. 

If one starts from the simple observation that the pea
santry represents about 90% of the total African population 
and is, by any standards , the most underprivileged class in 
Africa, it would seem that the time has come for African po
litical scientists to ask more relevant questions: 'What 
is the actual situation of the peasantry in Africa today and 
what can be done to improve this situation?' In such a quest, 
there are few places to which one can turn for inspiration. 
The work and prophecy of one man, however, stands out as being 
particularly well-sui ted to such a task. This man is Frantz 
Fanon. His main work, to which frequent reference will be

3 made , is appropriately entitled The Wretahed of tho EaPth. b 

As a controversial writer, Fanon has been sharply cri ti
cized both from the extreme right and from the extreme left.4 
Not only has he been alternatively compared to SorelS and to 
Rousseau6, he also has been repeatedly dubbed a Marxist and/ 
or an anti -Marxist. And others have (unjustly) accused him 
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of being an unconditional advocate of violence: they see him 
as the revolutionary prophet of the oppressed masses of the 
Third-World. Consequently The ~/!'etched of the Earth i~ viewed 
by some of these critics as 'A Gospel for the Damned'. 

Thus, much of the already abundant literature on Fanon 
suffers from two main deficiencies; it is both partisan and 
repetitive. It is partisan because most of his critics set 
out to analyze Fanon's work from their own particular philo
sophical standpoint. The peaae-~oving liberal criticizes 
Fanon 's emphasis on the need for violence in a revolutionary 
process.8 The "orthodox" Marxist criticizes Fanon for a poli
tical th~ught which is against that of Marx, Engels, Lenin or 
Trotsky. It is also repetitive because, as is rightly pointed 
out by Emmanuel Hansen, "too often writers are content to re
produce or restate Fanon's argument without any further dis
cussion or analysis".l0a 

A frequent (and to some extent justified) criticism of 
Fanon is that he never had a prolonged experience of Sub
Saharan Africa . He came into contact with 'Black' Africa only 
for a short period late in his short life, when he was ap
pointed an FLN A~bassador to Ghana in March 1960. It is also 
often argued that Fanon tended to unduly generalize from his 
experience in the Algerian l iberation struggle. Although 
both criticisms are ~/ell-taken, it is nonetheless true that 
Fanon had a clear understanding of the problems facing emer
ging African states, and, as wil l be argued later, his intel 
lectual acumen and insightful analysis enabled him to tran
scend his limited first-hand knowledge of Africa. 

t1y concern in this article is to apply certain elements 
of Fanon's political thought which might be useful in cre
ating a better understanding of the current political situa
tions in Africa . More generally, it is hoped that a criti
cal analysis of the essence of Fanon's political thought will 
provide some useful indications as to which concepts are bet
ter adapted to a thorough understanding of the African socio
political environments. 

If the study of political science is to give "priority 
for those individuals who are more severely oppressed" as has 
been suggested earlier, then it v1ould seem that a study fo
cusing on 'Tae Hretched of the Earth' would prove most fruit
ful indeed. b In this paper, I first examine to what ex
tent Fanon's political thought is relevant to the study of a 
Revolutionary process; next, I apply his thought to class 
formation and to other contemporary developments in Africa.ll 
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Fanon and The Revolutionary Process in Africa 

Fanon has developed so~e provocative hypothese about the 
role of violence in a revolutionary process. He'starts out 
with a specific definition of the purpose of any liberation 
struggle in a colonial context. To qualify as a "Revolution" , 
such a liberation struggle must aim at giving the ' people' 
the two items they need most: land and bread: 

Pol' a colonized people, the most essential value, 
because the most concrete is first and f~emost 
the Z.and: the land which w i'lZ. bring them bread 
and, cb ove a1.1., dignity. (p. 44) 

The peopLe ..• take their stand from the start on 
the bl'oad and inclusive positions of 'bl'ead and 
the Zand 1 

: hllJJ can we cb tain the Zarzd, and b read 
to eat? And this cb stinate point of vie.u of the 
masses which may seem shrunken and limited, is in 
the end the most Wol'thJhile and the most efficient 
mode of p1'oced~. (p. 50) 

the mass of the people have no intention of stan
ding by and watching individuals increase thei'l' 
chances of success. What they demand is not the 
settler's position of status, but the aettter's 
place. 1'he immense majority of natives want the 
settler's fa:r>m. For> them, ther-e is no question 
of entering into competition with the settler. 
They want to take his place. (pp. 60-61) 

Quite obviously, in order to do so it is necessary to engage 
in violent actions of one form or another. For Fanon. the 
use of violence to free oneself from colonial rule is simply 
using colonialism's own arms against itself: 

ooZ.oniaUsm is not a thinking machine, nor a body 
endo.J ed with reasoning faculties . It is violence 
in its natural state, and it will only yie 'Ld when 
confronted 1JJ ith greater violence. (p. 6ZJ 

But Fanon goes even further in his advocacy for the use 
of violence. Not only does he see it as necessary for the 
overthrow of a colonial regime, but he also thinks that it 
should be the main component of a nation-building process: 

The uprising of the n6Jl nation and thE b reaking 
da.Jn of colonial str>uctures are the result of one 
of fl.>o causes: either of a violent st'l'uggZe of thE 
people in their a1 n right or of action on the part 
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of surrounding coZonized peopZes which acts as a 
brake on the coZoniaZ regime in question . (p . ?OJ 

the second phase, that of the b ui'lding- up of the 
nation, is heZped on by the existence of this ce-
ment liJ hich has been mixed with b Zood and anger . . . 
Vio Zence is an action aZ 7r inc Zusi ve and national. 
It foUOJJa that it; is aZoaely involved in the Ziq
uidation of r>egionaZism and tribalism. (pp.9 3-9 4) 

As Sartre rightly observes in the Preface to Fa non's 
The wretched of the Earth , viol ence for Fanon, at one 
and t he s ame time puri fi es and liberates t he colonized who 
makes use of i t : 

no gentleness can efface the marks of vioZenae; 
only vioZ.ence itseZ.f can destroy them. The na
tive aUr>ea himaeZ.f of aoZ.oniaZ neUr>oais by thrustr 
ing out the settler through force of QPmS •. • to 
shoot daun a European is to kiU ft.Jo birds with 
one stone, to destroy an oppressor and the man he 
oppresses at the s~~ time : there remain a dead 
man, and a fPee man. (pp. 2Z,.. 22) 

Fanon himsel f says: 

This assumed responsibility for vioZence aH(l) s 
both strayed and outZ.au ed menb era of the group to 
aome b aek again and to find their p Zace once more, 
to become integrated. VioZence is thus seen as 
comparcb Ze to a royaZ pardon. The coZonized man 
finds his freedom in and through vioZ.ence . (pp . 
85-86) 

Aristide Zolberg laments, with some justification, that Fanon 
"does surround his concept of violence with a great deal of 
ambigu ity" noting further: "It wouZ.d seem that ' violence ' 
encompasses aZmost the ent:ire range of poUtic:aZ pressure . nl2a 
Mart in Stan iland poi nts t o the same kind of probl em when he 
says that 

Fanon ' s reliance on the notion of violence prevents 
its aZ.earer definition as a dynamic bJ ithin deaoloni,
sati on : vioZenaet used to explain everything, e~ 
pZains nothing . l2o 

Fanon' s vi ews on vi olence have influenced some authors 
to identify his i deas with ideas of people who glorify vio
lence for its own sake. Whil e Sorel and Pareto see him as 
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one motivated by hatred of society13, other authors regard 
hls early exisfintial view of violence as a form of non-vio
lent violence. 

Peter Worsley has offered one of the best answers to the 
charge of "apostle of vio 1 ence" which has been unjustly 1 ev
eled against Fanon by restating Fanon ' s main argument thus: 

Pamm is corrrnonly spoken of as an 'apostle of vio
lence ' , one who elevates violence into a mystique 
as an end in itself. This is a travesty of Panon. 
For him, violence is no t:bsolute: its significance 
is relative a7ld situatianatly dstermiMd. It is 
legitimate, irui2ed saared, where it is used instru
mentally as the means of revolution, and through 
revolution wads to tlw beginning of a higher so
cial order and the development of TI8J1 hwnan pote~ 
ti.aZ. But OM must Onv?hasi.ao that he looks to thll 
transcending of violence, and of its replacement 
by national collective decisio~making in a tJJ ay 
that is, far from ce lib rating vio Zence as an cb so
lute -as fascists did- sees it as a temporary phe
nomenon to be di.splacad by highllr forms of social 
organization in a lib er>ated society. 15 

Another plausible explanation of Fanon's ideas on vio-
lence is offered by Adele Jinadu who says 

oM important Peason for> this apparent inconsistency 
lies in the special colonial situation of Algeria 

with its sizcb le and politically pa.Jerful white s~t;
t Zer cormnmi ty . 16 

Although Fanon drew his lessons from the special Algerian co
lonial situation, his conclusions appear to be of particular 
relevance to the colonial situations now prevailing in Afri
can countries still under white minority rule. In Zimbabwe 
(Rhodesia), South Africa, Namibia (Southwest Africa) and in 
the Portu9uese colonies, as in colonial Algeria, the means 
(violence) and the end (independence) are inseperable . In 
such a context, it seems by now evident that 

Nothing shor>t of a la:ryJ~ScaZe use of physical vio
lence and armed Nb e llion !Ni ll bring d:J out the to
tal demolition of the eristi11f! e~ploitative and orr 
pr>essive sociopo~itioa~ and economic systema. 17 

Fanon does not, however, figure among the major theore
ticians of guerilla warfare. As one author observes, 
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He confines himse~f to il18isting that spontaneous 
insurreation must rapidZ.y b e replaced by systematia 
organization and st rategy, and that sca-6tered guel'
I'i Zla units must be uZtirMteZ.y weldEd into a national 
army guided by a centr al strategy . 18 

The main question, as far as we are concerned, is to see 
if Fanon's generalizations on violence can be applied to all 
revolutionary struggles in general. Nguyen Nghe has challenged 
Fanon on this point, and Fanon himself was clearly hesitant to 
extend the conclusions he drew from his observations of Algeria 
to the rest of Africa. But Jinadu's cornnents on this point 
seem to be accurate: 

The attempt to generaLize by f o'l'mUZating hypotheses 
that are nomothetic in nature i s not b ad in itself. 
The prcb lem comes with the grounds for such generaZ,.. 
izatione . I n t his respect Fanon is i ndeed on shaky 
grounds, for his experiences of revolutionary st~ 
gle are limited to Algeria only . 19 

Thus it can be argued t hat Fanon's ideas on the applica
tion of viol ence in a revolutionary process suffer essentially 
from a lack of conceptual precisi on. While his concept of vio
lence would be useful in colonial situations, it seems that it 
would not be applicable in neo-colonial sett1ngs. 

Another problem to which Fanon has given a great deal of 
attention is that of class formation in the newly independent 
African states. 

Fanon and Cl as ses in Africa 

For Fanon, colonialism violates the homogeneity of African 
society, creating favoured and deprived gr-oups (and areas), 
thereby reducing the chances of successful decolonisation. 
Thus, colonialism tends to foster the development and polari
zation of the following social classes : 

( l) a l umpen-proletariat; 
( 2) a peasantry; 
(3) a working class (or proletariat); and 
(4) a national bourgeoisie (or middle-class). 

In offering these class categori~s, Fanon was not parti
cularly concerned with proposing specific definitions, but 
with providing an explanation of the post-colonial African 
society as he saw it. Our first task in this respect will be 
t o try and specify the content of each of the four classes 
isolated by Fanon to see to what extent they constitute use
ful analyti cal categories. 
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1. The Lumpen-proletari at 

Detachment from the peasantry,'shanty-town' dwelling, 
chronicle unemployment, hooliganism, and the committal of 
petty crimes characterize the class which Fanon has referred 
to as a lumpen-proletariat. It is this class to which Fanon 
attributes the most revolutionary tendencies among colonized 
people: 

It is within this mass of humanity, this peop~e of 
the shanty ta.Jns, at the core of the ~wnpen-prole
tariat that the rro e ZZion wi Z1. find its Ulb an speal'
head. For the "Z.tmrpen-proZetaPiat", that horde of 
starving men, uprooted from thoir trib o and fl'om 
theiP clan, constitutes one of the most spontansous 
and the most radically revo~uti01UU'y forees of a 
colonized people. (p . Z.29) 

Fanon is , however, quick in warning us about the unrel iabi 
lity of this class. He sees the lumpen-proletariat as sus
ceptible by whomever is best capable of appealing to and 
organi zing it: 

Colonialism :.JiZZ. al.so find in the "lz.mpen-pro~ 
tariat;" a conoickJrd:J Z.O spaoo for manllUVePing. Pol' 
this reason any rr.ovement for freedom ought to give 
its fuZZ.est attention to this "ZumpenproZetaJ'iat" 
... the oppressor, who never Zoseo a chance of set
ting the nigge'f's against each otheP, ~;Jill be e~ 
tremely skillful in using that ignorance and in
comprehension which are the weaknesses of the "~um
pen- proZetariat". If this avaiZdl Ze reserve of 
human effort is m;,t ilrmediateZy orgcrr.iaed by tho 
forces of rd>ellion, it IJiZl find itself fighting 
as hired soldiers side by side with the colonia~ 
troops". (pp. l36- 37) 

Hence, one of the main tasks of the revolutionary vanguard 
wil l be to channel the revolutionary potential of the lumpen
proletariat into a strong organizational structure . 

There are conceptual problems whicn arise from the ambi
guity of the term 'lumpen-proletariat'. Criteria of deter
mining who belongs to this class is one of such problems: 

The teJ>m "~umpen-pro~etariat" is itself vague and 
may not be impiricaHy manageciJ Ze . What is one to 
include in it? Jlhat criter-ia is one to use in detel'
mi.ningwhat to include in it?20 
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Another problem is raised by the fact that 

While it may be tr>UB that "pimps" and "pr>ostitutes", 
"hooligans·" and the "unemployed" have a zoevolution
ary struggle wiU turn them into produative aiti-
zens. 21 

And the last major ~roblem is that 

Fanon fails to distinguish between the hCZPd- aore, 
corrupt ed "lwrpen-proletariat", and the migrant 
peasants who move to and frob e'[;q)een tam and 
vi"l lage, and who are more capcb le of the revo lu
tionary activity he descrih es and desires. 22 

Taking a retrospective look at the political history of 
Africa since Fanon, one observes that not only have the unem
ployed been the main source of support for many anti-colonial 
movements, but they also have been the principal source of 
instability in post-colonial states.23 

Despite the vagueness of the term 'lumpen-proletariat, 
it is to Fanon's credit that the revolutionary importance of 
this social class has been recognized by social scientists. 

2. The peasantry 

Fanon claims that the authentically revolutionary group 
in the Third-World is the poor peasantry: 

i t is cZear that in the colonial countries the pea
sants alone are revoZuti~, for they have nothing 
to lose and everything to gain. The starving pea
sant outside t he class system, is the first among 
the exploited to disoover that only violenoe pays . 
For him there is no compr>omise. no possib le coming to 
ter>ms . . . (p. 6ZJ 

On the other hand, Ng uyen Nghe has observed that left to him
self, the peasant cannot develop a revolutionary conscious
ness. Without the essential political leadership by the ur
ban militant, Nghe contends that a peasant revolution often 
becomes a Jacquerie without a future. 24 

In terms of a specific definition of who the peasantry 
are, Fanon is unclear. This lack of clarity, as L. Adele 
Jinadu correctly concludes, poses a serious dilemma to are
search in terms of what information would be revelant to a 
study of peasantries: 
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If a concept like "the peasantry 'is to be usefu'L 
errrpiricaz:ty, one must be ctear cb out what it re
fers to • •. If one were to tast Fanon 1s hypothasis 
that "it is c'LeaP in the colonial countries that 
the peasants a'Lone are :rovolutiorzaroy", one TTU8t 
be sure cbout tJhat one was trying to research, 
eo that one wout.d k.na, what type of data to co~ 
Zect.25 

What is clear is that most of rural Africa tod~y still prac
tices a system of communal ownership of land.2o But 1t seems 
that more research which should help in 'differentiating pea
sants from other rural people•27a is needed before one can 
appreciate the usefulness of Fanon's generalizations in an 
African context. 

Whether Fanon is right or wrong in seeing in the peasan
try an authentic revolutionary force is not really what we are 
concerned with here. What is important for our concern is to 
note that, once more, Fanon focused his analysis on the essen
tial level, the micro-level of the peasantry who, as it was 
yesterday, is overwhelmingly the largest single group in 
Africa tod~. This appears today as an extremely significant 
achievement, especially when viewed in contrast to the con
temporary political scientists' tendency to focus on the macro
level of African politics.27b Hence, one must agree with Jina
du that 

/obre light can be thr()) n on our understanding of 
African po'Litics and of the prdJ lems of modernisa
tion on the continent by a more systematic examina
tion of peasant movements and, cb ove all, of the 
1'0 Zationship b "1lJ 8Bn the rura 7. and Ulb an popu 'Lati.omJ 
in tel_WIB of rapid socio-ecorwmic and political cha»
gee.27c 

3. The working-class (or proletariat) 

It is obvious that Fanon does not hold the African prole
lariat in great esteem: 

... in the co'Lonial territories the prot.etariat io 
the nucleus of thta colonized population which has 
been most pampered by the colonial regime. The 
eliJ ryonic pi'oletariat of the ta.~ ns is in a com
paratively priviLeged position ... In the cot.oniaZ 
countries the fJJorking ct.ass has everything to Zooe; 
in roeal.ity it l'llpNsents that froction of the colo
nized nation which is necessary and irrep'Lacecb Ze 
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if the co Zonia Z machine is to run emooth Zy : it 
incLudes tram conductors, taxi drivers , miners , 
dockers, interpreters, nU1'8es, and so on. (pp . 
ZO~UD) 

Defined thus, the working-class is given a false homogeneity: 

Panon shoul-d have made a distinction b etl.>een types 
of pPoZ.etariat, b eil.J een genuinely proZeta:Pian ele
ments such as dockers and miners and petty-bourgeois 
gPoups such as inte1'preters, taxi drivers, and 
cZerks. What Panon did in effeat was to Lump aU, 
of t hem together as one homogeneous grooup : the 
proletariat. 28 

Another significant point is that Fanon, like Marcuse, 
writes off the working class from revolutionary forces. Fur
thermore, Fanon presents a picture of an absolute gap between 
the workers and the peasants, with each class immersed in its 
own struggles, cut off from and largely indifferent to the 
fate and efforts of the other. Fanon's views on this point 
clearly contradict the classic marxist analysis. Nghe, one 
of the Marxist writers, denies that the proletariat is a 
privileged class in the colonies.29 

Fanon, however, recogni zes that despite its centrality 
~ong the colonized people, the working class (through orga
ni zed trade unions) occupies a position of strategic impor
tance in the struggle against colonialism: 

During the co'LoniaZ phase, the nationalist trade
union organizations constitute an impressive strik
ing pal e:r. In the taJ ns, the tr>ad2 unionists can 
b r>ing to a stands ti ZZ, or at any rate a lON daJ n at 
any given moment, the colonialist economy . (p . Z2Z) 

Fanon was one of the first authors to recognize the exis
tence of an African proletariat, a fact which was generally 
denied by mos t African leaders and commentators at the time. 

4. The national bourgeoisie 

Fanon has offered one of the most scathing criticisms of 
the national bourgoisie ever to be found in the social science 
literature on Africa: 

The nationa~ midd~e cl.aes "'hich takes over> pa.1 ero 
at t he end of the colonial. roegime is an untkrotkveL
oped middle cLass . It; has practicaUy no economic 
pa.1 er. and in any case it is in noway oo17mensurate 
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with the bourgeoisie of the mother country .... The 
national b oUPgeoisie of underdeveloped countl'ies 
is not engaged in p~oduction~ nor in invention~ 
nor building~ nor l<b or; it is camp lete Ly cana ~ 
ized into activities of the intermediary type . 
Its innermost vocation seems to b e to keep in 
the ~unning and to be p~t of the racket. The 
psychology of the national bota>geoisie is that 
of the businessman~ not that of a captian of 
indusTI'y; and it is only too true that the greed 
of the settlers and the system of enbargoee eet 
up the co~onialism have hardly left them any 
othe~ choice. (pp. L49- LSO) 

Some distant echoes of his views resound from certain re
cent political science works on Africa: 

as the coloniaL imported oligarchy perceived the 
acculturation of African modernisers to metropo
Utan soc?,- economic values~ it was real.ised that 
by this means e;r;patl'iate socio-economic and stra
tegic interests . . could be sustained, even advanced, 
in the poet--coLoniaL society. 30 

The indigenous b ourgeoiaie 'a interest in and depen
dence on the neocolonial economic system facilitates 
the exercise of political control by metropolitan 
govePnJT~ents and investors. Opportunities for pot i.
ticaL con trot are fta>ther extended by the neo- colo
nial regime 'a need to can upon foreign aid to pro
tect itseLf from the internal. unrest engendered by 
their aun inmility to soZve the recurrent c1'ises 
of the neocotoniat economic order. 31 

Furthermore, Fanon's views seem to be quite consistent 
with those of the "nee-marxist" economists such as Andre 
Gunder Frank and Samir Amin, who essentially view the neo
colonial situation as a center-periphery relationship: 

The poZiticaZ a'l.Ziancea between the 'l.oca'L ruLing 
oZass and the forei~ rul.ing capital. have delayed 
and are stilt del,aying vital ag!'a!'ian ref0'1'111s • • • A 
b oUPgeoisie of the periphery~ that is set up in the 
wake of foreign capi ta'l cannot envisage iw ard- 'look
ing devetqpment which impZies separation from w or~d 
markets .3i: 

Whatever its shortcomings, the national bourgeoisie 
could have an historical role to play in a process of libera
tion: 
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i t wou~d seem that the historica~ vocation of an 
authentic national middle class in an undsrdeve lr
oped country is to repudiate its Chln natur>e in s o 
far as it is bourgeois~ that i s to say in so far 
as it is the tool of capitalism~ and to mal<e it
self the IA)illing slave of that revo~utionary capi
tal"'hich is the peopZe . (p . l 50) 

In other words, the national bourgeoisie should 

'put at the peop~e 's disposaL t he inteL~ectua~ and 
technicaL capita~ that it has anatched'IA)hen going 
through the co~oniaZ universities". (p . 1,50) 

Unfor t unately, if one looks at the contemporary political 
situation in Africa, one is led to bel i eve t hat the national 
bourgeoisi e has betrayed the historical mission that Fanon 
had prescribed to it. But how could one expect a national 
middle class in an underdeveloped country to repudiate its 
own nature and to turn over its 'share of the plunder ' to the 
people? Thi s is more of the realm of wishful thinking than 
of reali stic political analysis. And that might well be 
where the use of violent means comes in agai n: 

In underdeveloped countries~ t he bourgeoisie should 
not be anOJJ ed to find the conditions necessary for 
its e:d.s tence and ita graJ th. In other "'orda ~ the 
conb ined effort of the masses Zed by a party and of 
inteZZectuaZs "'ho are highLy conscious and armed 
"'i th revolutionary principles ought to bar the"' ay 
to this useless and harmful middu class . fpp . l74-
Z'15) 

Fanon's devastating criticism of the African national 
bourgeoi sie has been judged too harsh by a number of authors. 
Some of t hem have argued that "civil servants (bureaucrats ) 
... have been and are still positive forces for modernization", 
for " in functional terms. they serve a useful purpose ... "33 
Whatever useful function they perform, remains to be seen. 
So far, it seems that the bourgeoisie constitute one of the 
mai n obstacles to major socio-economic changes and development. 
Their function has been to maintain the status-quo. 

In this respect , Fanon's class analysis remains highly 
relevant t o an understanding of the situation prevailing in 
most African countries today. As Woddi s puts it, 

It is a special, merit of Panon that he "'as <b Ze to 
see that an understanding of the future of Africa 
required an analysis of the c~ass forces . It is 
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further to his credit that his motivation in seek
ing his 7JJay through the oorrplexities of el.ass fora
mation and class action in Africa was to a.ssiot the 
liberation of Africa from imperialism, and to has
ten the social revolution 7JJhiah alone can eman~ 
pate the milti~4ot peasants to7JJhom he e:r:presses 
such attachment. 

It is certainly in his criticism of the national bourgeoisie 
that Fanon's insightful observations have proved accurate. 

What he has also said about the one-par~ states, the 
role of the military in politics, and the place of Africa 
in a neo-colonial world is equally insightful. 

Fanon and Contemporary Political Forces and Trends in Africa 

l . The African One-Party State 

Fanon sees a single party in a state as an instrument of 
exploitation of the people by the national bourgeoisie: 

etandint) on the principle of its domination as a 
class, the boUl'geoisie chooses .,;he solution that 
seems to it the easiest, that of the single pal"ty 
. . . The single par~ is the modern form of the 
dictatorship of tho bourgeoisie, unmasked, unpai~ 
t2d, unscl'Upuloue, and oynieaZ. (pp . l6~ Z6S) 

Fanon clearly demonstrated that a) a single party simply trans
mits orders from the top down; b) a party constitutes a screen 
between the masses and the leaders; and c) a party becomes so 
bureaucratized that it soon fails to differentiate itself from 
the state government. At such a stage, there is total confu
sion between the party and the administration: 

today, the party 'o miooion is to t:Uliver t;o tha 
people the instructions 7JJhich issue from the sza. 
mit ... the party has mads itself into a screen b9-
tl.J een the masses and the Zead£rs . . the party b eoomes 
an administration. . . The party is becoming a moarn3 
of private advanoomont. (pp. l70. lnJ 

Such weaknesses contribute to the single party's anti-democra
tic and even totalitarian character: 

The parl;y, a tz.us instl'ument of pa>er in the hands 
of the b O!Cl'geoisie, reinforces the machine, and 
ens!Cl'ee that the people are hermled in and inn<biliaed. 
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The party helps the government to hold the people 
daun. It becomes more and more ctea:rZ.y anti,- demo
(!I'atio, an inplement of coe:ro~on. (pp. i'llJ-1.72) 

From the preceding criticisms emerges Fanon's coherent 
view of what the party should be. He insists that a party 
and an administration should be separate entities. Only i n 
this way can a party, i.e . a decentral ized party , be a ~ans 
of discovering and formulating the needs of the people . 
In other words, Fanon, like Rousseau , thought that the Party 
should represent the collective will of the people, f or , in 
the final analysis, 'the peopZ.e ' is the sovereign: 

"· .. the people legislates, finds itself, and wills 
itself to sovereignty". (p. Z32) 

Most importantly, the democratic process must be a two-way 
flow from the people to the leaders, and back: 

There no longer exists the f'I'uitful giv~ and- take 
from the bottom to the top and from the top to the 

bottom which a:roeatlls and gual"antees demoa:roacy in 
a party . (p . l?O) 

With this in mind, it is now evident that Fanon arrived 
at accurate conclusions about single- party states in Africa. 
In some African countries, such as Senegal, the Ivory Coast 
or Kenya, the problem has become acute. Clearly, much more 
critical studies in this area need to be under taken before 
the usefulness of Fanon's views can be demonstrated. But the 
direction towards which he pointed appears, without question, 
to be a correct one. 

It is more difficult to find concrete evidence in sup
port of Fanon's views on the i deal party. Some developments 
such as those occurring in Tanzania since the "Arusha Decla
ration" (1968) would seem, however, to point to the di rection 
indicated by Fanon. The process of social and political reedu
cation, as well as the meaningful choice among competing can
di dates from the rul ing party which are observable in this 
country are particularly signi ficant in this respect. 

2. The Role of the ~lilitary in African Politics 

Fanon gave a great deal of attention to the problem of 
the military in African politics. He was aware , before many 
people were, that the military would increasingly play a sig
nigicant role in African politics: 
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In the cbsence of a partiament it is the army that 
becomes thtl albitsr: but eoonor or later it wil.t 
realize its pGJ er and will hold over the gove1'1'tmtlnt ' s 
head the threat of a "pronunciamiento". (p . l74) 

Care mu8t be taken to avoid turning the amry into 
an autonomous body t) hich soonor or 'later~ finding 
itself idLe and without any definite mission, ~Jill 
"go into poU,tics" and threaten the gover-nment. 
(p. 202) 

In order to avert military threats to civilian governments, 
Fanon proposes a 'politicization' of the anmy for collective 
public interest: 

The only way to avoid this menace is to educate 
the anrry political.ly, in othflr wol'ds to nationa
Lize it . .. It should be possible to CarP,J out lfll'ge
scal,e undertakings in the p!b lie interest by using 
drafted men. (p . 202) 

It is significant to note in this respect that such measures 
are being taken in Tanzania today. 

In a real sense, Fanon predicted the coming of military 
coups d 'etat and counter-coups in Africa . Since the time 
Fanon wrote about the military . ieventeen successful coups 
have taken place within Africa .3ba This fact alone speaks for 
itself, and once more demonstrates the correctness of Fanon's 
analysis. 

3. Africa in a Neo-colonial World 

Fanon has often been criticized by economists for having 
given little consideration to the econo~ic problems which 
have now beset many African governments. Although this criti 
cism can be held as valid. it is nonetheless true that Fanon 
had a clear view of the international context in which the 
African countries have to operate. In particular, he suc
ceeded in identifying the manner in which the economies of 
African countries are dependent upon external stimuli and 
influences : 

The national economy of the period of independence 
is not set on a na.1 footing. It is stizt concerned 
!Jith the groundnat harvest~ with the cocoa crop and 
the olive yield. In the same way there is no ch<mgtl 
in the ma:t'keting of basic products, and not a singte 
indwstry is set up in the country. We go on sending 
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out rau materials; we go on being Europe 's smaZZ 
farmers, who specialize i n unfinished produc:t s . 
(pp . Z57r Z52 ) 

The economic ehanne Zs o f the young state s ink b aek 
i nevitd:J ly i nto neo- col onial-ist lines . The na
tional eeonomy, fonnerly protected, is t oday liteP
aHy controHed. (pp. Z6~ Z6?) 

This throws a new light on the role of the national bourgeoisie 
as an agent of neo-colonialism: 

(the national- middle cZass 'mission) consis ts, pro
saiaaHy, of being the tr>ansmission Zine between 
the nation and a capitalism, rampant though camo~ 
flaged, which todau puts on the mask of neo- col on
ialism. (p . Z52J 36D 

This analysis is quite consistent with the concept of 
'inheritance situation' developed recently by some political 
scientists. This concept focuses attention on the extent to 
which the colonial exper ience continues to shape and define 
the problems of state-building and nation- building in the 
post-colonial era.37 

Not only t he national bourgeoisie, but also the army 
according to Fanon, are the agents and instruments of the neo
colonial poli cy of the former metropole: 

the former mother c:ountry practices indirect govern
ment, both by the bourgeoisie that it upholds and 
alsoby the national army ledby its exper ts , an 
army that pins the people daN n, immcb ili zing and 
ter>rorizing them. (p . Z74 ) 

Most importantly, Fanon also observed for us the subtle, 
but nonetheless vi cious prevalence of neo-colonialism in the 
form of cultural neo-colonialism: 

The colonialist bourgeoisie, when i t r>eaZizes that 
it is impossible for it to maintain its domination 
over the colonial eountries, decides t o ca!'I'Y out 
a rearguard aetion with regard to culture, va Z.ues, 
techniques, and so on. (p . 44 ) 

Hence, Fanon advocates for aut hentic national culture, com
pletely free from any f orm of forei gn influence: 

this passionate search for a national- cuZture ~hich 
existed b efor>e the colonial era finds its legitimate 
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reason in the anxiety shar~d by native inteUe~ 
tuaZ.s to shrink a.~ay from that Western culture in 
"'hich they an risk being a./ amped . .. . 1'he uncorr
ditionaZ. affi'I'771ation of Afri.can euZ.tuPe has suo
cee&d the tmconditionaZ affirmation of European 
culture. {pp. 2(1}, 21.2- 2Z3J 

This again is very reminiscent of the concept of •inheri
tance elite' referred to above: 

In stressing the importance of socio-political and 
cu~tura~ dissociation, the concept of the inheri
tance situation suggests tM.t an inportant aspect 
of state-building and even nation-buUding during 
the earZ.y phases of &colonization must be diss~ 
ciated from the coZ.oniaZ past. 1'he ne..J national 
identity 111Y8t be dissociated from the coZoniaZ. 
identity. 38 

It is interesting to note in this respect that Fanon's obser
vations are consistent with some of the most recent political 
science concepts developed for a better understanding of the 
political reality in the developing countries. This clearly 
attest to Fanon's relevance to contemporary African political 
thought. 

Conclusion 

There are three main lessons to be drawn from Fanon's 
political thought for the future of Africa. First, Fanon con
tends that, since the people is sovereign, leaders of the 
underdeveloped countries should not detach themselves from the 
masses . Political parties should be transformed into true 
instruments of popular will. The essential problem at this 
stage is to educate the people, in order 'to uplift the people; 
we must develop their brains, fill them with ideas, change them 
and make them into human beings . ' (p . 197) 

The insistence on the necessity of the po~itical education 
of the masses must be paralleled with another major concern of 
Fanon , the need for decentralization; since the masses live in 
the countryside, that is where, according to Fanon, the atten
tion of the government should be focused . If the partv is to 
be a true expression of the popular will, the mai11 initiative 
in this respect should be to "desacralize" the capital 
city , which is all too reminiscent of the colonial period 
and privilege the rural areas by moving the capital into the 
bush. 
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Fanon cites the founding of Brazilia in the hinterland 
of Brazil as an example, although ultimately it did not prove 
succesful. A much more relevant recent development along 
these lines is the recent decision by the Tanzanian govern 
ment to move the capital city from Dar-es-SalMID to the cen
tral town of Dodoma within the next ten years.3g The Tanzan
ian leaders demonstrate thereby that Fanon is by no means an 
'utopian' thinker as many commentators have come to view him . 

The last lesson to be drawn from Fanon's political 
thought might well be his emphasis on the necessity for 
Africans to start thinking within a frame of reference more 
specific to them. The first step is to reject drastically 
and systematically European culture and values, for 

We today <:an do everythinfh eo Zong as we do not 
imitate EU1'ope, so Zong as we ru>e not d:Jsessed by 
the desire to catch up with EUl'ope .... If we wish 
to Live up to OUl' peopZe ' s expectations, we must 
seek the ana.~er e~se..J here than in Europe. (pp . 
5Z2, 3Z5) 

More specifically: 'the underdeveloped countries ought to do 
thei r utmost to find their own particular values and methods 
and a style which shall be peculiar to them.' Ultimately, the 
choice of a political regime should be made not with reference 
to either Capi talism or Socialism, but to specifically Afri - · 
can values, considering that the final goal is the well-being 
of the people. 

We hope to have demonstrated in this essay that Fanon 's 
political thought is highly relevant to the most pressing 
problems faced by African countries today , the number one 
priority in thi s respect be ing the improvement of the condi 
tion of the peasant masses . Furthermore, the realization by 
the Tanzanian government of many of Fanon's proposed solutions 
is a clear demonstration of the fact that his ideas, whatever 
their conceptual shortcomings , are essentially correct and 
workable: they can and should be appl ied in a greater number 
of countries if the Third World is really to s tart a new 
history of human societies. 
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